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Notes from Jail
This is from my stay at North Fraser Pretrial from May 17-25, 2018, for the criminal offence of
climbing over a fence at the TMX site.  I want to point out that others are also serving this way,
more often and longer, and there's nothing particularly special about what I experienced other
than the fact that I described it.  My purpose in setting this out here is to let others know that it's
a good option for settlers....by entering the system with good intention you weaken it, and
enlarge your understanding of what has to change in our insane society

May 18
I’m writing this on a paper towel, since (so far) writing paper has not been provided to me.  I’ve
had a decent rest, and enjoyed the rays of sun which filtered in through this east-facing window.
Well, not a window exactly; more like a slot, with an exterior metal wall perforated by holes.
Nevertheless the sun was an immense gift, a sign of the life which continues outside of this
artificial environment.

This place is all about control, perforce; how could it be otherwise? (of course it could, but that
discussion is currently moot)  The food is, as advertised, awful.  Supper consisted of two
“sandwiches” of white bread with a couple of slices each of industrial cheese.  Breakfast: a
plastic wrap of something resembling corn flakes, three slices of bread, a muffin, two styrofoam
cups containing apple juice and skim milk.  I was offered coffee, but strangely none appeared.
Everything (naturally) in plastic packages; the detritus accumulates.

There is, of all things, a television in this cell, although it has a habit of randomly losing signal.
On it, along with the predictable bottomless pit of dreck, I can watch BBC, CBC, and perhaps
most interestingly, APTN.  I just watched an interview with the PM of Estonia, who is young,
female, smart, and of course constantly interrupted by the older, male BBC interviewer who is
trying to prove to her why her faith in NATO (!) is misplaced.  Is this news?  I wonder.
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On the wall behind me is written: “Lord, I ask you to keep my loved ones safe, and grant us
another day, another chance to make things right, with our past, our present, for our future, so
we can live in peace with each other and ourselves, and with you.  In your name I pray dear
Jesus -- Amen”.  Above it is written four times: “Bail will happen”.  On the door someone has
written in pen: “____ ___ is a rat”.  Ghosts.

I was informed by the guard who led me to this cell that for vegetarian meals and writing paper I
should fill out special request forms; she then brought me those forms, and I dutifully filled them
out; however, no one seems interested in actually taking these forms.  The gentlemen who
brought my “breakfast” informed me that this was the job of the duty officer, who supposedly
checks in on prisoners every 45 minutes.  I did see one face flash by the window a bit later, so I
knocked on the window of the door.  He approached with that upward tilt of the chin which
conveys contempt, and when I made my request, walked away shaking his head.  It’s all about
power and control, no?

There is apparently a canteen at which those with the foresight to bring money into prison can
purchase things, possibly including a pen and writing paper.

A bit later:  I suppose it’s a good thing to have little to do other than to write, and to sing. So, the
story of my arrival here: yesterday, on leaving the courtroom (and I did hear the calls of people
singing and telling me they love me), I was led, or rather directed, by a taciturn young man down
some cement hallways and (after being handcuffed) up some stairs, then down in an elevator,
to a hallway with some holding cells, in one of which I was placed.  Quite shortly thereafter I was
led to an “interview room” divided into a their half and a my half by a plexiglass window with a
slot in it.  Two typical young sheriff types appeared on the other side of the glass (truly notable
how, while the prosecutors and judges are almost exclusively white, almost all the guards and
sheriffs are people of colour, mostly South Asian), and took my particulars including date of
birth, eye colour and so on, after which I was trundled to another waiting cell where I was
searched (forgot to mention that in the first interview all my personal effects were taken: my
wallet, keys, glasses, money (carefully counted and signed for), and jacket.). Then another
interview, this time with two younger women, one of whom was a justice of the peace (although
when I asked what a particular statement in the undertaking I was supposed to sign meant, the
other woman answered because the putative JP was nonplussed and unable to answer).  The
undertaking in question was my agreement to the terms of probation -- naturally it raises the
question as to what would have happened had I not agreed!  Back to the holding cell, and now
leg manacles, and then a police vehicle with a cell.  A red overhead light.  I found I could block
the unpleasant flow of cold air into this space by leaning against it.  This vehicle proceeded to
the police station on Main Street, where I was placed in another cell, searched again, and then
transferred to a second vehicle for the drive out to Port Coquitlam.  This time the driver was a
young blonde woman, exhibiting the seemingly standard indifference (another day of
transporting criminals, ho hum). I couldn’t see her in any case:  my little cell was now at the rear,
larger but with cold air pouring down from the ceiling, and thus unblockable.  I could see out the
back of the van, where rain was falling as she took Cordova through the Downtown Eastside.  I
began to sing, starting of course with Have You Been to Jail for Justice!. Then I sang the
Internationale in three languages, as much as I could remember of El Pueblo Unido and Bright
Star.  I also sang the harmonics of the space.  The drive was surprisingly short; on arrival I was
led into North Fraser, where the real dehumanization begins.  Yet again I was searched, then
fingerprinted (during this process I noticed a group of guard types behind me swearing their
heads off about something), then unclothed and given prison garb, which is uniformly red.  Also
as advertised I was required to demonstrate that I was hiding nothing under my testicles or
between my butt cheeks.  My interactions with these people were not uniformly impersonal;  I
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observed flashes of humanity on a few people’s part.  I’m not quite sure of the order of things,
but I was interviewed about my mental health by an older woman named Sue (the only official to
introduce themselves in the entire process). She wanted to make sure I wasn’t in a mood to
harm myself or others (I wasn’t).  She was pleasant, in an egalitarian sense.  After Sue I was
visited by a nurse and his assistant, who took my blood pressure.  I was dismayed to learn that
it’s quite high, complete news to me.  Finally I was led through a series of doors into this unit,
which contains 33 cells on 3 floors.  I am on the second floor, numerically in the middle, number
15.

There is sugar in every meal, at the very least in the form of juice.  So far my attempts to deliver
a request for vegetarian meals have been fruitless [sic], but I did manage to contact Barbara by
telephone on the third try, and filled out yet another form to add her to the list of possible
“visitors” online.  A younger duty officer also saw fit to give me some writing paper, and even
allow me to sharpen the several pencils I’ve already accumulated; however, the computers are
non-functional, the items I’ve order from the canteen (writing papers, a pen and some
envelopes) supposedly won’t arrive until Friday or Saturday.  The sugary food is giving me a
constant headache, and tonight I had to throw out a perfectly good pork chop.

The nurse returned today for another blood pressure test.  Still not good; tomorrow the doctor
will visit me on the subject of blood pressure medication.

May 19
Not wonderful.  Persistent headache, dry heaves.  Impossible to get comfortable enough to
sleep -- half dozing since 3 AM.  A combination of the air, the fluorescent light and the food?
Hard to tell.  The TV doesn’t help -- it distracts, but also exacerbates.  Where are my books?

Later
I feel ok, but have been placed under covid isolation protocol until my PCR test comes back
negative.  This is of course a serious annoyance-- no more outdoors, questionable whether I get
to shower.  Nevertheless I’d have to say it’s prudent.  However, now everything is a problem.  I
passed on the request for veggie meals both to the duty officer and the doctor, both of whom
said they would do something about it; but again tonight I had to throw out the main dish.  I’ve
requested several times to be able to take a shower, with no result.  No clean linen; no new
laundry.  So like, what the fuck?

I just watched most of “Decision at Nuremberg”, which was superb, and without ads.  The light is
fading as I write.  I know Will would have dropped off my letter from Barbara today, but there’s
no word about it.  I’ve read every (reasonable) word in the Vancouver Sun, done both
crosswords and the sudoku.

May 20
Some understanding of the actual situation here: the game is psychological, designed to induce
resentment and reaction; my response must be independence.  If guards can engender lots of
requests they are powerful; if I don’t need them, I am powerful.  Thus, rather than request clean
laundry I can wash mine in the sink; I can even bathe, using paper towels.  As far as the books
and veggie meals and mail goes, I will request to see the chaplain.  If that works, I’m sure it
would be only once.  So interesting that by the very institutional nature of this place, the guards
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are psychologically primed to act disrespectfully; but of course that’s a game I can’t afford to
play. I will, however, turn down dinners which are not vegetarian.

Quite paradoxically I continue to feel good.  I can meditate, watch old movies (yesterday
Breaker Morant, also good), write music, sing, stretch and rest.

Periodically, as now, I hear someone down the cell block pounding and yelling.  Such is the
nature of a system which is inherently dehumanizing and sadistic.  I can easily understand why
someone who has entered the system because they’re unable to process their pain would only
have that lack made worse by the experience here.  It’s the diametrical opposite to
rehabilitation.

Some folks I’ve met here:  First, the unfortunate gentleman from Korea who is stuck in a room
where the light has broken, so he spends his days in semi-darkness.  He speaks very little
English, and wanted to try to use the phone, and asked me to help him.  Of course the guards
would never do that!  I attempted to guide him through the slightly byzantine phone system
which requires you to put your “CS” number, which is how prisoners are identified; but you also
have to repeat your own name, and the institution’s, several times, and when this man tried, the
system kept claiming he wasn’t “loud” enough.  Of course he was, but in truth he couldn’t
pronounce “North Fraser Pretrial” so he was out of luck.  In sympathy I offered him paper, an
envelope and a pencil, suggesting he might like to write to someone -- his wife, perhaps?  He
shook his head and said “wife no good”.  I had the sense that this feeling may have something
to do with his presence here, but I didn’t inquire.  His family is mostly in Korea, but no, he didn’t
want to write to them from North Fraser Pretrial

Then the young fellow with a tiny ponytail.  He often smiles with a kind of bland, open
innocence.  He’s here on breach of parole, having tried to steal a catalytic converter.  He tells
me his brother is a vegan animal activist, his mom a vegetarian.  His basic issue is addiction --
to a variety of things, but clearly to something which requires cash to support.  He shakes his
head sadly as he speaks about staying clean for 6 months, getting his old job back, almost
putting his life back together....

The nurse just appeared to check my temperature and blood pressure again.  Temperature
normal, but from what I could see the blood pressure is still high.  I told the nurse and his
assistant that I feel as well as I’ve ever felt in my life; the decision to experience joy and
optimism, as well as the absolute luxury to dispense my time as I see fit, have conspired to bring
me a growing state of grace.  Naturally this is predicated on the knowledge that this will have an
end, and that soon enough I will feel the sun and the breeze, smell flowers, walk on grass.  I’ve
moved my cot to the top bunk, to take advantage of the early morning sun which continues to
make an appearance until 9:30 AM or so.

This morning the chaplain dropped by as requested, and we communicated through the door.
He wrote down my requests for mail and a veggie meal, and hey presto! A vegetarian lunch was
delivered.  Still no mail nor books, however.  I also requested sharp pencils from the nurse’s
assistant, who assured me he would pass it on (I’ve heard that one before).  However the nurse
suggested my swab would come back today -- I’m not sure I actually said this, but I should
have: “I’m positive I’m negative”.

Forgot to mention that as I stepped through the unity door to the outside area yesterday (before
being locked down) the duty officer asked me whether I was here for a pipeline protest.  When I
responded that I was, he muttered “that seems wrong” and walked away.
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Today I watched a large portion of Monterey Pop, which I saw many years ago.  It ends with a
performance by Ravi Shankar, which left me in tears of joy as it did the first time I saw it.

May 21

7:40 AM
Breakfast is served around 7:30.  Foolishly I imagined I might watch the news.  The CBC, true to
form, features a long and tedious discussion about vaccine rollouts.  The BBC, unbelievably,
has a gentleman playing Eurovision hits (!) on a grand piano.  Today I decided to eat some of
the muffin they brought, but ate the porridge with no milk or sweetener (very nice).  I will climb
back up after this and continue to enjoy the lovely sun, perhaps sleep a bit more (certainly can’t
fault this experience on the basis of access to sleep!).

10:40 AM
Blessedly, mail has arrived and I’ve spoken with Barbara on the phone.  Several of the letters
brought tears to my eyes.  The phone was brought by a fellow who described himself as the
“phone dude” and stood outside the cell holding the phone while I spoke on an extension.  B’s
voice kept breaking up, as apparently did mine; but our message of love and connection was
certainly clear enough.

Prior to these events I had a wonderful meditation during which I believe (and who is to prove
me wrong?) I reconnected with my teacher.  Insights: yesterday, “the inner eye can see in all
directions”; the thing I seek is at the centre of Om, and watching myself say Om is not the same
as saying it.  Following it truly requires stepping away from myself, sailing out far from the
shores I’ve known....

As I began writing this, someone on the next tier up was in an extended angry rant at the
officers outside, and it reminded me again how pathetic and barbaric this society is, to allow
children to suffer so much trauma that they carry it with them all their lives and inflict it on others.
Our rage is our only medicine, but it’s like splashing around carbolic acid -- we mean to cleanse
ourselves temporarily of the darkness, but we burn those around us, and this leads overall to
greater darkness.

7 PM
Stuck between Star Trek and the Flower Drum Song.  Notable that when one guard type
dropped by to ask whether everything was “ok” and I asked him to take my letters to be mailed,
he told me to wait until the duty officer came.  Not his job. Eventually that person did appear,
and I can only presume they have been mailed.

May 22
Still no release from what amounts to worse than solitary confinement -- I haven’t showered
since Tuesday, no access to fresh air, the only conversation is brief interactions with the guards.
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6:45 AM
A short discourse on Abundance, Lack, Resentment, Gratitude, Generosity and Adversity.

First, gratitude: for my own inner resources, including my teacher, for delivering me from
shadow states.  Important to recognize them as they come on, and address them, since they
aren’t inevitable or incurable.

So, first: two basic states, hardwired from birth: Abundance and lack.  Abundance removes the
need for action, since it’s pleasurable....I speculate that we see it in babies when they yawn.  I
want to linger here a moment: babies are experts in letting us know which of these two states
they are experiencing, and indeed they represent primary conditions for babies, which is
ultimately what we still are.  Abundance is the experience of having enough, of not needing
anything.  Lack is its opposite.  Lack is important to our survival, since it motivates us to action.
Hover, it can also become toxic.

The positive attributes of abundance are pleasure, peace, self reliance, gratitude and
generosity.  The negative features are feelings of superiority, judgement, complacency.  The
positive attribute of lack is impetus toward change.  The negative attributes vary.  In the case of
lack without agency (for example, a natural disaster), existential despair and helplessness; with
agency, those plus resentment in all its forms: envy, anger...

Now both agented and non-agented lack represent forms of Adversity, and here it matters to
distinguish Adversity as a general phenomenon and adversities in particular.  This is because
(and here’s the crux) Abundance and Lack are switchable states, that is, they can be chosen;
also, they’re not equal responses among all individuals to the same adverse conditions,
demonstrating again that they are states of mind rather than of existence.  Responses to
individual adversities can be tempered as a form of response to Adversity as a whole, choosing
a response biased toward Abundance rather than Lack.  This can insulate one against despair,
envy and anger, all unpleasant sensations.

It’s worth nothing that the choice of Abundance as a mental state doesn’t obviate the need for
response.  When an earthquake happens, or when rights are denied, it’s still necessary to strive
to change those conditions.  However a sense of Abundance empowers us to make those
changes from a position of strength, analytically, calmly, optimistically.

4 PM
I have cracked the code of this room’s harmonics, which had puzzled me -- but of course, it
being a rectangular box, there are 2 sets (width and height are the same, so that set is
reinforced, except that there are intervening objects on the walls).  Lengthwise the harmonics
are based on A 55; height and width are at F 88, meaning the ratio of length to height is 8/5, or
1.6.  Of course then I had to measure the walls, using my height as a basis.  They are close to
220 cm tall by 365 cm long, for a ratio of...wait for it...1.64!
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May 23

8 AM
Today’s treasure gleaned from meditation---both Abundance and Lack are necessary.
Abundance creates buoyancy but no movement; Lack, the opposite.  In fact they correspond
directly to the double act of will involved in dream flying.

Just discovered a new set of harmonics, between table and ceiling---C below middle C, D just
above it (!?), F half sharp above that.  What the fundamental might be is beyond me.

Contemplating the features of a hunger strike.  Of course this constitutes the ultimate power of a
prisoner, and it’s also extremely difficult; however, the combination of Abundance and Lack can
be enough to maintain.  I have refused breakfast today and yesterday; yesterday’s lunch was a
white bread sandwich of industrial cheese, an apple and something resembling kool-aid.  I
swapped the white bread for some whole wheat (I’m generally not eating the bread they bring),
but if today is a repeat performance I will refuse that as well.  All of these meals are served in
styrofoam boxes, with the inevitable plastic packages of canola margarine (inedible), coffee
mate, sugar, stir sticks, and (I presume) some kind of sweetner; I’ve not enumerated the
contents, but simply stack the styrofoam boxes with the others (there are now eight in the stack,
plus maybe another 1 or 2 in the wastebasket, and 13 styrofoam cups at last count).  I have
since Wednesday been unable to: shower; experience fresh air; remove garbage from my cell;
enjoy reading material; make a telephone call; have access to a sharp pencil.  These, especially
the first five, are basic to the rights of incarcerated people.  The trope of each official to whose
attention I bring this fact is that they’ll get back to me, and they never do.

11:30 AM
I’ve just spoken with Barbara, and been let out of my cage.  I walked around outside and had an
interesting conversation with a gentleman who claims to have died three times and been outside
his body.  The newspaper (Province, yuck) had already been appropriated by someone else, but
I’ve been able to sharpen these pencils and acquire more writing paper.  The guy in 13,
unfortunately, is still locked in his room -- today is his 5th day.  Another inmate slipped a small
community newspaper under his door saying “at least you’ll have something to read.”  I become
vaguely aware of the way in which this small community operates -- I neither approach nor
avoid others, but the small connections (like the young guy with the tiny ponytail and open face)
linger.  For now, the violations of human rights in the lockdown remain a concern, but my own
sense of Lack has temporarily been transformed into abundance.

I want to remember some details about the man who died three times [I’m withholding his
name]--tall, bearded, with hair shorn almost off and a scar on the side of his forehead.  His
bottom teeth frequently show when he speaks, and they seem unnaturally perfectly spaced and
even -- was that a hint of gold caps?  He loves to garden, collects and propagates heritage
seeds, had some quite sharp observations about the system, prides himself on never taking
handouts and being taught by his father to be as self-sufficient as possible.  He has studied
maps of historical Vancouver, tracing the routes of Hidden streams almost as an energy map of
the land (although later he claimed that protrusions on the trunks of trees resulted from the trees
consuming the bodies of creatures which had died under them, and represented those bodies).
He mentioned how much of the shoreline historically was mud flats.  Altogether a fascinating
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man.  I pointed out that his discipline of self-sufficiency constitutes a deliberate stance of
abundance.

Later
At last, a real writing pad, and real pens!  Be still, my beating heart.  Unable to decipher the
Cary Grant film, and unable to abide Thor, I turn to writing again.  I walked outside for about 15
minutes, had a shower, changed my shirt, ate an apple....

So, on the subject of resistance, something I intended to add this morning.  Our tools are:  our
bodies, our minds, the conscience of society, the opinions of others, and the laws.  One at a
time.

Bodies: can be set in motion to block or facilitate; but can also be used to challenge others
through self-deprivation, in some ways a much more powerful tool.  To use this tool we have to
be inside, prepared to sacrifice time.  Thirty (or even ten) prisoners on hunger strike against the
pipeline would be as effective as three thousand outside.  We can also demand changes to the
system inside:  there doesn’t have to be so much garbage, people must always have access to
decent reading material if desired, requests must be recorded, taken seriously and followed
through, and it simply must be possible to preorder books and have them delivered [as I
transcribe this I note that I’ve learned the books I ordered could only be delivered to the prison
library, where they probably are now].

Our minds -- we can work toward this balance of which I wrote earlier, of abundance and lack.
Our minds support and direct our bodies’ work, and without strong minds we can’t do that.  This
has to be the response to the desire for comfort and forgetting, the tendency to burn out.  No
different in kind from the struggle of front-line workers in the pandemic.  The keys are:
buoyancy, which means hope, optimism, self-reliance and love; and direction, which means
focus, aspiration, strategy, and a goal.

The conscience of society:  Shifting winds of opinion, influenced by information and the actions
of others.  Acts of altruistic self-sacrifice are our most effective tools for changing this
conscience, mostly through encouraging others to do something similar, but also by indicating to
the opposition that we are willing to support our stand with principled action.

The opinions of others:  Through communication, presentation of argument, but also through
clarity of mind and heart, and a willingness to see those we disagree with as people.

The laws: we need to actively survey laws which can be to our benefit (such as the
hummingbird rule) but also target laws and regulations which are vulnerable to being disobeyed.
A law which stands on the cusp of social change is a law made weak through enforcement, and
in the end becomes a tool of the agents of change.

8 PM
Interactions with some others here.  A very polite younger Korean man who gave me a packet
of chamomile tea is in for second degree murder, looking at a life sentence with possible parole
in 10 years.  A short, heavier man with many tattoos tells the story of beating up someone who
had slept with his girlfriend while he was in jail (to the enthusiastic “yeah, bro”s and high fives of
another listener).  He now claims to have renounced sleeping with other women because his
girlfriend is “gold”-- they’ve been together for five years.  This guy and the other one are both
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Trump supporters.  “Fuckin’” is a simple term of emphasis, liable to turn up virtually anywhere, in
any sentence.  They were also kind enough to warn me about whistling in jail, so I won’t do that
anymore!  All these folks manifest a degree of normality but all but one (a tall, gangly kid with
one eye, who is new to the system) have been in multiple times.  The tattooed man has maybe
200 thousand saved up and is trying to imagine a different life; but the suggestion of possible
school didn’t impress him.  He claims to have “oppositional defiant disorder”, one of those DSM
V monstrosities of diagnosis, rendering him incapable of dealing with a classroom environment.

It’s nothing short of a subculture, with its own rules and values.  Somehow it lies beneath our
supposed social norms, like a throwback to an earlier age.

May 24
I’ve spoken to two of my fellow prisoners about meditation.  They seemed interested.  The
tattooed man (I did learn his name but will not publish it here) is also something of an artist,
making interactive sculptures with glue sticks.  The gangly kid read me his statement to the
judge, an earnest plea promising that this is a road he doesn’t want to go down.  His primary
issue, at least at this point, is addiction.  The man who died speaks of his younger sister with
venom; ever since they were children they were treated differently by their parents, frozen roles
crystallized to lifelong rage against the opposite sex.  He has damaged himself in his struggle
not to inflict violence on others, hitting himself in the head with a hammer until he was
permanently scarred and possibly brain damaged.  In meditation I’ve been struck several times
with grief for these people’s trauma, and a wish for their healing.

Worth saying that one of the central survival techniques I’ve developed in here is a return to
meditation, several times a day.  Many years since I’ve had a consistent practice.  While locked
down I also exercised by walking the perimeter of my cell 20 times 3 times a day, and doing
modified exercises using the bunk beds to pull myself from a bent to a straight position.

Later

Having watched innumerable villains being dispatched in Iron Man, I was forced to imagine the
death of one of them:

VICTIM OF IRON MAN

So this is me
Hurtling toward the flames below
Realizing my life is over
For three seconds of clinging to a billionaire’s neck
And trying to do my job...
Why, at a time like this,
Does the image of hanging out with Lester
In the bowling alley when we were eleven
Covertly sharing a filched snickers bar
Come to me?
I’m sorry, Christine,
For what I said to your mom,
For what I put you through--
Always you forgave me
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Always you stood by me
I haven’t been perfect, in fact,
Looking back, it’s been a pretty terrible ride
From insults in the classroom
Realizing I would never be able to read
A life of closed doors
And then finally an opportunity
With this group of men
Trying to achieve something
I felt hope for the first time in three years
There was the money, some parties,
I made excuses for my absences
There are things I can barely speak of
Even to myself
This darkness at the centre of things
These machinations of fate
Movements beyond sight
So many threads to gather
In these last few seconds
I haven’t time to hate, one last time,
That grinning titanium skull
All he represents:
The successful ones, the winners
Whom bullets never pierce
Who look at us as numbers
Who forget us as we fall
On second thought
Maybe I do have just an instant to spare
For that hatred

I read this to the man with tattoos, who responded, “Hey bro, you can write.  I could never do
that”.
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